The Greenway und culinary delights of
Lake Como!
A new way to experience Lake Como: traditional local products, a stroll along the lake's most beautiful
trail and a ride up the Brunate cable railway for a spectacular view of the lake. If you are participating in
a photography competition for landscapes, this is sure to win you first place.

Tours includes
3
1
1
1
1
1

nights Halfboard in a good 3* Hotel, Lake Como area
full day guided visit of Como and Brunate
snack in the Market Hall in Como
cable car ticket to Brunate (superb stunning view) and back
fullday walking guide the “Greenway” (easy trekking)
lunch in a typical restaurant

Package price per person, 4 days
from € 189,00 (*)
The Hotel near to Menaggio
A very good 3 * hotel that has been run by the same family
for three generations with great passion. 40 rooms with every comfort.
Breakfast buffet, refined country cuisine and special local
dishes are served in the refurbished dining room. Garden and terrace
are personally maintained by the owners.
A hotel to feel at home!

Available dates 2020:
19.03.
23.04.
03.05.
17.05.
04.06.
14.06.
21.06.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

22.03.(*)
26.04.
06.05.
20.05.
07.06.
17.06.
24.06.

03.09.
10.09.
20.09.
27.09.
06.10.
22.10.

–
–
–
–
–
–

06.09.
13.09.
23.09.
30.09.
09.10.(*)
25.10.(*)

Program
Day 1 - Arrival at the hotel on the Como Lake area; dinner and
overnight.
Day 2 - full day excursion Como and Brunate
Breakfast, departure by bus for Como and meeting with the
guide.
The journey begins with Piazza Volta, a lively and picturesque
square. It continues through the ancient alleys of the fortified
area and includes a visit inside the city's magnificent cathedral.
A look at the adjacent monuments: Broletto, the ancient
municipal headquarters, the neoclassical Teatro Sociale and
Palazzo Terragni, The journey continues along Via V. Emanuele
to reach the Romanesque apses and the suggestive square of
S. Fedele, the beating heart of the city. Next comes Porta Torre
with the remains of the medieval wall. Then a visit to the
nearby covered market for a taste of traditional local products
and specialities: alpine cheeses, local cold cuts, fish from the
lake prepared in accordance with local traditions, preserved
foods and much more. The appetiser is a great chance to get to
know the territory and its cuisine up close since all of the
specialities come from local producers.
After some free time, the afternoon begins with an aerial view
of the city, the lake and the surrounding mountains offered by
a cable car ride up to Brunate. Brunate rests atop one of the
hills that surround the city of Como (900 metres above sea
level) and offers a superb view; at the start of the 20th century
it was one of the excursions most beloved by Milan's high
society.
Back to the hotel. Dinner and overnight.

Day 3 - full day excursion Greenway
Breakfast, departure by bus for Colonno and meeting with the
guide. A spectacular road winds through terraced land and
olive groves with pleasant changes of altitude from 217 to 350
metres. The Greenway opens up to splendid views of the
many towns, the lake and the adjacent mountains. It's a
comfortable 11 km trek, suitable for all, along a partly paved
old mule track that often transitions to a comfortable
pedestrian street, or a well-shaded path marked off by a dry
stone wall and dotted with precious monuments: towers,
churches, ancient farmhouses, chapels, stately mansions,
villas, gardens and picturesque residential areas.
The entire area enjoys enviable weather conditions that make
walking the Greenway possible in every season.
The walk includes a lunch break in a typical location.
Back to the hotel. Dinner and overnight.
Day 4 - After the breakfast, departure for the return trip.

Highlights:
Food tasting in the covered market: a visit to the nearby
covered market for a taste of traditional local products and
specialities: alpine cheeses, local cold cuts, fish from the lake
prepared in accordance with local traditions, preserved foods,
etc. The special appetiser ("agri-appetiser") is a great chance to
come even closer to the territory and its cuisine.
Lunch in a typical CROTTO-restaurant: a lunch in a typical
CROTTO, a type of mountain grotto, located along the
Greenway, serving traditional local dishes (Pizzoccheri, polenta,
sausage and cheeses)
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